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Introduction
This study addresses issues of information technology (IT) use in the management of knowledge production process of high-
precision organizations (HPO) whose requirements for high fidelity characterize a unique context of technical and organizational
changes.  The operation of  HPOs requires constant decision-making with intense activities of information generation, sharing
and interpretation as a form of organizational learning (Huber, 1991).  The study will  investigate engineers’ work practice in
one group of HPOs, DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) manufacturers in the semiconductor industry where physical
fidelity drives a  high level of confluence of technical and organizational requirements.  As in Woolgar’s ethnographic study of
IT development in organizations (1994), this study will lead us to examine the nature of HPOs’ design requirements for
information system (IS).
Trouble Management in the DRAM Fabrication Process
A primary part of the DRAM production is fabricating DRAM chips made of millions of identical three-dimensional
transistor circuit cells.  High product yield is crucial for success.  Defects shape the product yield.  Tracking down defects and
adjusting design and fabrication process to reduce defects are daily activities of DRAM fabrication.  Trouble management (TM)
is a process of finding solutions to resolve defect problems and deciding which solution is proper for a given problem.  The actual
production effort of DRAM TM is a process of learning-by-doing (Arrow, 1962).  Experience acquired at earlier production
stages helps DRAM engineers to achieve a higher product yield at later stages.  The effect of learning-by-doing in the
semiconductor industry has been discussed as a by-product of volume production (Irwin and Klenow, 1994).  However, the
knowledge production process within a context of trouble management is not fully understood yet.
Because there are many potential solutions for any given problem, a primary challenge for DRAM TM is a management
of diverse and abundant information.  DRAM defects are boundary objects (Star and Griesemer, 1989), reducing a tension among
diverse objectives of heterogeneous DRAM engineers and facilitating cooperation in product yield improvement.  DRAM
engineers routinely translate one difficult type of defect into another type that they can handle based on their experience.  This
interpretation of history (March, Sproull and Tamuz, 1991) expands the alternatives DRAM engineers can use in their TM
practice.  DRAM engineers interpret the meanings of defects and share their heterogeneous interpretation of the defects (Daft
and Weick, 1984).  They transform DRAM deviances into the ones with feasible alternatives.  DRAM TM is a process of
problem normalization shaped by work routines and technological changes.
The Study
This research seeks to improve management of the confluence of heterogeneous information in HPOs.  This study uses a
notion of co-evolution of work practice and organizations (Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 1992) and focuses on the interaction of
the structure of DRAM TM and work activities as part of the daily routine of DRAM engineers.  The research questions are:
• What shapes the process of information transformation by DRAM engineers?
• What are the main attributes of the relationship between DRAM engineers' diverse viewpoints and their practice of
information transformation?
• What role does IS play in this process?
• How can we improve the design of IS support for DRAM trouble management and other complex manufacturing
technologies?
The research investigates one DRAM manufacturer, supplemented by data collected from three DRAM manufacturers in
Japan and Korea and DRAM device manufacturers in the US.  Data on work activities are being collected through a combination
of techniques, including interviews and observation of engineers.  These data are interpreted within a broader conceptual
framework of IS development, engineering innovation practice, and requirements engineering.
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